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LIBERATOR LAUDED ON ONE WHEEL

Although one of its tyres burst, as it was taking off, a Coasts

Command Liberator flew for nine hours on anti-U-boat patrol, then

jettisoned -its depth-charges, drained- its petrol and returned to make

a first-rate landing on one wheel.

The pilot, Plying Officer Athan .Allen, of 626 fifth Avenue,
New York, was making his first operational trip as captain.

"The starboard tyre burst as we were taking off", he said. "Had

we attempted to land immediately with a full petrel load and all our

depth-charges aboard, the undercarriage might have collapsed and we

might have had a fire or an explosion. So we just carried on.

"We knew we -would have to crash land in any event and it there-

fore seemed sensible to land as light as possible, we flew the homeward

trip as fast as we could to get rid of the petrol and dropped all our

depth-charges in the sea as we had not required then on our sortie.

"Three hours before we were back at base I signalled the news

of the tyre, but the station knew already. Some one had heard it

burst and had picked up a piece of it from the runway.

"They had everything cut and dried for us. They advised landing
at another station nearby with a. longer runway.

"The landing worked out much better than I had expected. All

the crew were strapped in safely and the escape hatches were open in

case we crashed. Then I feathered all the propellers, pointed the

nose down and glided in on the good wheel.

"I kept on that wheel as long as I could. Then, when we came
down on the bad wheel, I braked, kept straight and landed very happily".

As second pilot, Flying Officer Allen has taken part in four

.attacks on U-boats in the last five, months and had two ’’kills". After

each of then the aircraft returned to base on three engines.


